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With 13th straight win, can we finally admit Hawks are legit contenders? 

By: Glenn Yoder 

Thinking about these Atlanta Hawks, you always expect the other shoe to drop. Eventually, they’ll snap 

out of this bizarre dream, doing something very Hawksian, and quit decimating all comers with whizzing 

passes and a high IQ game, right? But watching these Atlanta Hawks, you know they’re for real. 

For really real. 

Monday’s holiday brought us a matinee between the two most surprisingly hot teams in the NBA this 

season, Atlanta and Detroit. Coming in, the Pistons had lost just twice in 13 games since waiving forward 

Josh Smith(who, ironically, was previously employed by the Hawks). Well, after Monday, make that 

three losses in 14 games, two of which have now come at the talons of the Hawks. Atlanta snuffed out 

Detroit, 93-82, holding the Pistons to a season-low 12 first-quarter points and 35.4 percent shooting 

overall. 

Now at 34-8, Atlanta is No. 1 in the Eastern Conference with a solid five-game lead over No. 2 

Washington. Since starting the season 1-3, they’re 33-5, with 26 wins in their past 28 games. Think it’s 

merely a perk of playing in the East? This season, they’ve registered victories over every Western 

Conference team that would be in the playoffs if the season ended today, with the exceptions of No. 

1 Golden State and No. 8 Phoenix, which they have yet to play, and No. 7 San Antonio, which they lost to 

during that 1-3 opening stretch. Their next win will tie the franchise record of 14 straight set in the 1993-

94 season when Dominique Wilkins was dunking all over opponents. 

Coach Mike Budenholzer, a former Spurs assistant and longtime Gregg Popovich acolyte, has instilled 

the “San Antonio East” mentality and built a smart, unselfish, high-character team that has somehow 

flourished after an offseason of off-court drama. (Unfortunately, though they keep winning on the court, 

they’re still working to win over fans — though that can lead to some quirky promotions.) 

Critics point to the fact that the Hawks don’t have a “true star” or franchise player. But with at least four 

legitimate all-star contenders on the roster (Paul Millsap, Jeff Teague, Al Horford and Kyle Korver), these 

Hawks most resemble the 2004 Detroit roster that won a title without a “true star.” There is precedent. 

Millsap is building on last year’s all-star breakthrough, Teague’s stats are up and he’s running the team 

with savvy, Horford is finally healthy and Korver is having a historically great season shooting the ball. 

At this point, don’t expect the Hawks to slow down. Their next six games are at home, where they are 

17-3 this season, and the stretch includes the lowly likes of the Pacers, Timberwolves and 76ers. The 

safe bet is that Atlanta ties that franchise record with its 14th consecutive win Wednesday against 

Indiana, and continues to run away with the East. 

It’s time to stop being surprised by the Hawks and simply admit it: They’re contenders. 

 


